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Abstract
Pursuant to Ordering Paragraph 10 of Pacific Gas and Electric Company’s (PG&E)
SmartMeterTM Upgrade Decision (D.09-03-026), PG&E has prepared this report to
provide a review of PG&E’s 2010 program year ex post load impacts, energy
conservation and financial benefits for the demand response and energy conservation
programs enabled by PG&E’s SmartMeterTM program. The report provides a description
of each program as well as the measurement methodology. In 2010, PG&E operated three
SmartMeter™ enabled programs: SmartRate™/Peak Day Pricing, which is a demand
response program, and Customer Web Presentment of interval data and Energy Alerts,
which are both energy conservation programs. As the future availability of data changes,
and methodologies evolve, the information developed for and presented in future
Demand Response and Energy Conservation Reports under Ordering Paragraph 10 of
D.09-03-026 can be expected to change accordingly.
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1.

Executive Summary
This report documents the 2010 program year ex post load impacts, energy conservation and
financial benefits for the PG&E SmartMeterTM program enabled Demand Response (DR) and
energy conservation programs. The DR programs that are or will be enabled by PG&E’s
SmartMeterTM program include, but are not limited to, a Programmable Communicating Thermostat
Program, the Peak Time Rebate Program, the Peak Day Pricing Rate, the Real Time Pricing Rate
and Time-Of-Use Rates. The energy conservation programs that would benefit from the PG&E
SmartMeterTM infrastructure are Customer Web Presentment of customer interval usage data, Home
Area Networks, and the Energy Alerts Program.1
Much of the energy savings and financial benefits attributable to the programs enabled by PG&E’s
SmartMeterTM infrastructure are expected to come in future years as SmartMeterTM meters are
deployed, programs are authorized and available and customers enroll in or are potentially
defaulted into various programs. This report describes these programs, the measurement methods,
and more.
This report has been prepared pursuant to Ordering Paragraph 10 of PG&E’s the SmartMeterTM
Upgrade Decision (D.09-03-026) which—similar to the reporting requirements for Southern
California Edison Company in Decision 08-09-039—requires PG&E to report to the Commission:
the energy savings and associated financial benefits of all demand response, load control, energy
efficiency, and conservation programs enabled by advanced metering infrastructure (AMI),
including programmable communicating thermostat (PCT) programs, Peak Time Rebate (PTR)
programs, and other dynamic rates for residential customers.
The Demand Response impact estimates contained herein are consistent with the Commission’s
adopted load impact protocols contained in Decision 08-04-050. 2

2.

Program Overview
There were three SmartMeterTM enabled programs in operation during 2010. They were
SmartRate™/Peak Day Pricing, which is a demand response program, Customer Web Presentment
of customer interval usage data and Energy Alerts, which are both energy conservation programs.
There are five PG&E SmartMeterTM program enabled demand response and energy conservation

1

In PG&E’s 2009 Program Year Benefits Report, Customer Web Presentment and Energy Alerts were referred to as
“Web Presentment of Internal Data” and “Tier Notification Program,” respectively. This report (PY 2010) updates
the program names to accurately reflect their operational titles.
2
Decision 08-04-050. Decision Adopting Protocols for Estimating Demand Response Load Impacts. April 24, 2008.
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programs envisioned in the future. The demand response programs are: (1) Programmable
Communicating Thermostat (PCT) Program, (2) Peak-Time Rebate (PTR) Program, (3) Real Time
Pricing (RTP) Rate, and (4) Time-Of-Use (TOU) Rate. The remaining energy conservation
program is: (5) Home Area Network (HAN). Brief descriptions and the current status for each
program are provided below.
2.1. Programmable Communicating Thermostat (PCT) Program
Under the SmartMeterTM Upgrade filing Decision (D.09-03-026), PG&E is incorporating a
Home Area Network (HAN) gateway device into advanced electric meters to support inhome HAN applications. Deployment of this technology will enable two-way
communications with compatible home appliances and automated controls (e.g., PCTs) which
can communicate such data as temperature set points, event status, and customer overrides.
In PG&E’s supplemental testimony (A.07-12-009), PG&E assumed new Title 24 building
code air conditioning standards which included PCTs were expected to become effective in
2012. The Title 24 PCTs manufactured and installed by third parties or customers would be
available for enrollment in a PG&E direct load control program. However, shortly after the
application filing, the California Energy Commission withdrew its Title 24 building code air
conditioning standards recommendation. Once programmable communicating thermostats are
reinstated within Title 24, PG&E will assess opportunities to integrate such devices with its
existing SmartAC program and/or other applicable or successor programs.
As stated in its 2012 - 2014 Demand Response Programs Application (A.11-03-001), PG&E
plans to test direct load control devices that communicate bi-directionally via PG&E’s HAN
gateway.3 If testing suggest it prudent to proceed, in 2012 PG&E proposes to begin deploying
switches that have dual communication modules; removable 1-way paging and an embedded
2-way HAN-enabled radio. PG&E’s current supplier of load control devices, Cooper Power
Systems, is offering this technology to allow PG&E to deploy devices that are compatible
with both the legacy commercial paging systems and the Advanced Metering Infrastructure
network. The devices will be installed and activated initially using 1-way paging until PG&E
has completed the load control segment of its HAN pilot in the 2013-2014 timeframe. Once
testing concludes, PG&E will initiate messaging over the air to switch the control devices to
the HAN-enabled module. At this point, PG&E will cease installation of the dual switches,
3

Application (A.)11-03-001. Pacific Gas and Electric Company 2012-2014 Demand Response Programs and
Budgets Prepared Testimony and Appendices. March 1, 2011. Page 2-17.
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and will possibly transition to a single communication module of HAN-enabled AC load
control devices.
2.2. Peak Time Rebate (PTR) Program
On February 26, 2010 PG&E filed its application (A.10-02-028) with the Commission for a
Peak Time Rebate (PTR) Program designed to encourage residential customers to reduce load
by responding to pricing signals during PTR event periods. As directed by the Commission,
PG&E has proposed a two-tier rate structure for customers with and without enabling
technology. Under its proposal in the 2010 Rate Design Window, PG&E proposed that PTR
would be available to eligible customers in a staged rollout beginning on May 1, 2011. This
rollout, however, is subject to Commission decision making. PG&E noted in a Joint
Prehearing Conference Statement filed under A.10-02-028 on February 4, 2011 that since a
decision on its application was unlikely prior to late 2011, implementation of PTR could not
begin until summer 2012 at the earliest.4
The proposed program would be available year-round and would be called on a day-ahead
basis for a 5-hour period from 2:00 pm to 7:00 pm, on non-holiday weekdays. PTR leverages
the interval load data provided by an installed and operating PG&E SmartMeterTM meter to
calculate the appropriate rebate a customer earns during specified event hours.
PTR will provide customers a rebate on event days for demand reductions below a customerspecific reference level (CRL). The CRL is defined as the customer’s average electric usage
between 2 pm to 7 pm for usage during the highest of 3 of 5 previous weekdays, excluding
previous event days and holidays. In addition, PG&E has proposed a two-tier PTR incentive
designed to encourage the use of enabling technologies. Customers with qualifying enabling
technology (i.e., initially SmartAC™ participants) will earn a rebate of $1.25/kWh during
event hours. Customers without enabling technology will earn a rebate of $0.75/kWh during
event hours. Furthermore, PTR is included as the default rate option in PG&E’s residential
rate schedules. PTR and Peak day Pricing (PDP) events will be called on the same days under
the same operating criteria. Specifically, events will be called the day ahead when
“tomorrow’s” forecast temperature equals or exceeds 98 degrees Fahrenheit (°F) for events
on non-holiday weekdays and 105°F for events on holidays and weekends. Events may also
be called for either extremely high market prices or California Independent System Operator
4

Application 10-02-028 and Application 10-08-005. Joint Prehearing Conference Statement of Pacific Gas and
Electric Company and Southern California Edison Company. February 4, 2011. Page 9.
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(CAISO) declared emergency conditions. Events will be called by 2 pm on the day prior to
the event day.
2.3. Peak Day Pricing (PDP) Rate

Residential Customers (SmartRate™)
In May 2008, PG&E began offering a critical peak pricing tariff known as SmartRate to
residential and small and medium commercial customers in the Bakersfield and greater Kern
County area. Starting in May 2009, enrollment expanded both in the number of customers
and the geographic regions covered as the SmartMeterTM program’s deployment progressed.
Pursuant to CPUC Decision 10-02-032 (Peak Day Pricing decision), SmartRate™’s small
and medium commercial customers were transitioned to PG&E’s new Peak Day Pricing
program on May 1, 2010.5 The details of this transition are discussed in the Non-Residential
section that follows.
By May 1st of the 2010 (summer season), roughly 24,500 residential customers were enrolled
in SmartRate™. Enrollment remained stable at this level throughout the program season. At
the time the April 1, 2011 Load Impact Reports were produced and the enrollments and load
impacts were calculated, active enrollment remained at approximately 24,500 customers as of
December 31, 2010.6 The evaluation shows that the average per event, per customer ex post
load impact was 0.26 kW, or a 14.1% reduction in per customer load. The average aggregate
event load impacts for the program were 6.5 MW.
The SmartRate™ pricing structure is an overlay on top of PG&E’s standard tariff offerings.
SmartRate™ pricing consists of an incremental charge that applies during the peak period on
Smart Days and a per kilowatt-hour credit that applies for all other hours from June through
September. For residential customers, the additional peak-period charge on Smart Days is
60¢/kWh, and applies between 2 pm and 7 pm. Up to fifteen Smart Days can be called during
non-holiday weekdays from May 1 to October 31.

5

CPUC Decision 10-02-032. Decision on Peak Day Pricing for Pacific Gas and Electric Company.
February 25, 2010 (Issued March 2, 2010). A 09-02-022. Page 10.
6
Stephen S. George, Ph.D., Josh Bode, M.P.P. and Elizabeth Hartmann, B.S. (Freeman, Sullivan & Company),
2010 Load Impact Evaluation for Pacific Gas and Electric Company’s Time-Based Pricing Tariffs (filed April 1,
2011).
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Based on the Commission’s Peak Day Pricing decision, SmartRate™ is scheduled to be
replaced by a new residential PDP rate on November 1, 2011.7 Just prior to this date,
SmartRate™ customers are expected to be moved to the residential PDP rate unless the
customer opts out to a non-time differentiated residential tiered rate. In light of this decision,
PG&E reduced its marketing activity for SmartRate™ in 2010 since it was scheduled to be
replaced by the new residential PDP rate on November 1, 2011.
On January 14, 2011, PG&E filed a Petition for Modification of Decision 10-02-032 (PFM)
and proposed a new timetable for transitioning customers to time-varying rates, including
PDP. PG&E has requested to retain and promote voluntary SmartRate™ participation for its
residential customers as a part of the immediate benefits of SmartMeter™ deployment.
PG&E also proposed that the timing of default enrollment of residential customers onto timevarying rates be addressed in the Peak Time Rebate and Default Residential Rate Program
applications (A.10-02-028 and A.10-09-005).8 Although the Petition does not affect 2010 ex
post program load impacts, the Commission’s decision may influence future impacts for
residential time-varying rates. On April 21, 2011, PG&E wrote to the Commission’s
Executive Director requesting that SmartRate™ be extended and the new residential PDP
rate be deferred until November 1, 2012, pending Commission action on the PFM.
The PDP tariff option approved by the CPUC is an overlay on tariff E-1, and has a relatively
high peak period price on PDP days and a very small price differential between peak and offpeak prices on other weekdays. Although it has time-varying pricing on all weekdays,
because of the very modest price differential on non-PDP days, the effective price signals
associated with PDP are quite similar to SmartRate™, which did not have time-varying
pricing on days other than event days. There will be between nine and fifteen PDP event days
per calendar year. All customers that are defaulted to, or choose, PDP rate will be afforded
bill protection for the first year, unless they choose to wave such protection.
PG&E submitted its load impact analysis for SmartRate™ on April 1, 2011 in R.07-01-041.
The title is 2010 Load Impact Analysis of Pacific Gas and Electric Company’s Time-Based
Pricing Tariffs. It can be accessed using the following link:

7

CPUC Decision 10-02-032. Decision on Peak Day Pricing for Pacific Gas and Electric Company.
February 25, 2010 (Issued March 2, 2010). A 09-02-022.
8
Application 09-02-002. Petition of Pacific Gas and Electric Company for Modification of Decision 10-02-032.
January 14, 2011. Page 19.
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https://www.pge.com/regulation/DemandResponseOIR/OtherDocs/PGE/2011/DemandResponseOIR_Other-Doc_PGE_20110401_208487.zip
Non-Residential Customers (Peak Day Pricing)
CPUC Decision 10-02-032 adopted most of the PDP rates and implementation schedule that
PG&E proposed in its 2009 Rate Design Window application (A.09-02-002). As ordered in
the decision, PG&E began defaulting qualified large commercial and industrial customers9 to
the new PDP rate on May 1, 2010.10 On this date, PG&E was also required to both transition
all existing non-residential SmartRate™ customers to PDP and make the rate available on a
voluntary basis to small and medium agricultural and C&I customers with SmartMeterTM
meters that are interval-billed enabled. In the 2010 program year there were only 144
SmartMeter™ customers enrolled on PDP. Because the aggregate load impacts for this group
was very small (less than a tenth (0.1) of a mega-watt), demand reductions were negligible..
Customers that default or voluntarily enroll in PDP have the opportunity to opt-out of the rate
at any time. If they choose to remain on PDP, they receive twelve months of bill protection.
Under bill protection, the bills customers face on PDP are compared to the charges they
would incur on their otherwise applicable rate. If a customer is charged more on PDP, they
are credited the difference retroactively.
On May 1, 2011, PG&E’s large agricultural customers are scheduled to default to PDP.11
These customers are also safeguarded by twelve months of bill protection and may opt-out of
the rate at any time. Under the currently approved schedule, small and medium C&I
customers that have had an interval-billed electric SmartMeterTM meters for at least 12
months will be default eligible on November 1, 2011. PG&E’s Petition for Modification of
Decision 10-02-032 and its April 21, 2011 letter to the Executive Director, however, propose
that this date for PDP implementation should be postponed until March 1, 2014.
PG&E’s PDP rate applies a critical peak price overlay to one of three underlying TOU rates.
For large commercial and industrial customers, the applicable TOU rates are A-10, E-19 and

9

Defined as >200 KW of Demand
Currently most of PG&E’s large commercial and industrial customers are equipped with legacy interval meters
rather than SmartMeter™ meters. As such, the demand reduction and financial benefits associated with these
customers are not attributable to the SmartMeter™ program.
11
Like PG&E’s large commercial and industrial customers, virtually none of the large agricultural customers are
equipped with a SmartMeter™ meter. Given this, the demand reduction and financial benefits associated with these
customers are not attributable to the SmartMeter™ program.
10
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E-20. The event can be called year-round and the event period hours are from 2 pm to 6 pm.
PG&E is required to call a minimum of nine events up to maximum of fifteen events during
any twelve month period. The event-period price adder for customer on the A-10 rate is
$0.90/kWh and $1.20/kWh for E-19 and E-10 customers. During the May to October summer
period, PDP customers receive energy and demand credits during on-peak and semi-peak
periods.
PG&E’s load impact analysis for critical peak pricing is included in the statewide report
which Southern California Edison submitted on April 1, 2011 in R.07-01-041. The title is
Final Statewide CPP 2010 Ex-ante and Ex-post Load Impact Evaluation Report and
Aoppendices. It can be accessed as the following link:

http://www3.sce.com/law/cpucproceedings.nsf/vwOtherProceedings?OpenView&Sta
rt=51&Count=25&SearchOrder=4
2.4. Real Time Pricing (RTP) Rate
On March 22, 2010, PG&E filed its RTP rate proposal with the Commission (A.10-03-014)
in which a new voluntary RTP tariff option was proposed for all customer classes.12 Since
then, however, the Division of Ratepayer Advocates, The Utility Reform Network and other
interveners have filed motions requesting that consideration of RTP be suspended until the
Commission provides further guidance regarding dynamic pricing options. On March 3,
2011, ALJ Pulsifer granted the party’s joint motion and ruled that “Real Time Pricing issues
are deferred pending further notice.”13 Given this ruling, PG&E has halted its implementation
of RTP until the Commission directs it to do otherwise. The program details outlined below
are based on the PG&E’s original RTP proposal and are subject to adjustment based on future
applications and Commission decisions.
PG&E’s RTP tariff proposal and proposed framework for RTP program implementation have
been formulated with the goal of meeting Commission directives expressed in the
Commission’s original dynamic pricing policy decision (D.08-07-045).

12

Large Commercial and Industrial Customers; Medium Business Customers; Small Business Customers; Large
Agricultural Customers; Small Agricultural Customers, and; Residential Service Customers
13
Application 10-03-014. Administrative Law Judge’s Ruling Granting Motion to Revise Schedule for Phase III.
March 3, 2011. Page 3.
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Although all customer classes are eligible, RTP rates will not be offered under specialpurpose rate classifications such as streetlight and standby tariffs, nor will RTP be offered by
PG&E for Direct Access, Community Choice Aggregation, master meter or Net Energy
Metering program customers. PG&E estimates that no more than 5,000 to 10,000 RTP
participants will enroll during the course of the 2011 General Rate Case (GRC) cycle.
PG&E’s proposed RTP rates are based on a “one-part tariff” approach—hourly price
adjustments will apply to a customer’s entire hourly load (as opposed to a “two-part” RTP
tariff in which hourly charges or credits are applied only to incremental deviations above or
below a predetermined customer-specific baseline load profile). RTP energy charges would
be “indexed” to the California Independent System Operator’s (CAISO’s) day-ahead hourly
market prices.14 Initial RTP rates would be based on day-ahead hourly CAISO prices that are
aggregated across PG&E’s whole service territory. PG&E proposed that neither “bill
protection” and “bill stabilization” nor capacity reservation features need be offered under the
new RTP tariffs.
2.5. Time-Of-Use (TOU) Rate
PG&E has had a traditional TOU tariff in place for many years. The E-7 tariff is a twoperiod, five-tier tariff. The peak period for the E-7 tariff is from noon to 6 pm on weekdays,
with off-peak prices in effect at all other times. The peak period is the same the entire year.
The E-7 rate has been closed to new customers since 2007. It was replaced by the E-6 tariff,
which is a three-period, five-tier TOU rate. With the E-6 tariff, the peak period is from 1 pm
to 7 pm in the summer months. The partial peak period in the summer is from 10 am to 1 pm
and 7 pm to 9 pm, Monday through Friday and from 5 pm to 8 pm on Saturdays and Sundays.
In the winter, peak period prices do not apply, and partial peak prices occur from 5 pm to 8
pm on weekdays only.
A substantial number of E-6 and E-7 customers are net metered. Net metered customers
typically have very different load patterns compared with standard metered customers, as
they very often have solar power or some other form of distributed generation. As of
December 31, 2010, approximately 17% of E-7 customers and 86% of E-6 customers are net
metered. PG&E has no plans to actively market TOU rate E-6, and future residential
enrollment in the rate is likely to correlate with the Commission’s decisions related to PDP.
14

This CAISO market became publicly available to all California market participants starting on April 1, 2009 with
implementation of Phase 1 of the CAISO Market Redesign and Technology Upgrade (MRTU) process, referred to
herein as “day-ahead hourly ISO prices”
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The August 1, 2008 Decision (D.08-07-045) issued by the CPUC adopted a tentative
timetable for PG&E to implement time- and seasonally-differentiated year-round time of use
(TOU) rates for non-residential small and medium C&I customers (i.e., demands less than
200 kW). As part of PG&E’s 2009 Rate Design Window Proposal for Dynamic Pricing
(A.09-02-022), PG&E proposed a set of TOU rates for non-residential small and medium
C&I customers. Customers on TOU rates also may participate in PDP. In these cases, in
addition to paying TOU rates, customers on a PDP rate would pay surcharges over TOU rates
for usage during PDP event hours and receive credits against TOU rates for usage in
nonevent hours.
CPUC Decision 10-02-032 (Peak Day Pricing decision) adopted most of the TOU rates
PG&E proposed. Under the currently approved schedule, small and medium C&I customers
with interval-billed SmartMeterTM meters will face mandatory year-round TOU rates starting
November 1, 2011. On November 8, 2010, the Commission’s Executive Director
administratively approved extensions of time to implement two provisions of Ordering
Paragraph Two of the Decision. The extensions deferred default of Small and Medium
Agricultural customers to mandatory TOU rates to February 1, 2012 and delayed the
implementation of optional residential PDP/TOU rates and default of residential SmartRate™
customers to PDP/TOU rates until November 1, 2011.
PG&E proposed several changes to the currently approved implementation of TOU rates in
its Petition for Modification of Decision 10-02-032 and its April 21, 2011 letter to the
Executive Director. For small and medium agricultural customers, PG&E has requested that
mandatory TOU rates be made effective on March 1, 2013 rather than February 1, 2012.
PG&E also proposed that small and medium C&I customers face mandatory TOU rates on
November 1, 2012 instead of November 1, 2011 and that decisions regarding when its
residential customers would be put on TOU rates be determined in the Peak Time Rebate and
Default Residential Rate Program applications (A.10-02-028 and A.10-09-005). Any ruling
the Commission makes on this Petition would potentially affect future program impacts and
would not influence the 2010 ex post results presented in this report.
2.6. Customer Web Presentment (CWP)
CWP provides online access to interval usage data and analysis tools tailored to both
commercial and residential customers with PG&E SmartMeter™ meters. CWP is available
through PG&E’s online portal - My Account program. Once an installed SmartMeter™

9
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meter is being read remotely, customers may log onto their My Account page to check their
energy usage through the previous day. The widgets on the site allow customers to view their
energy usage by hour, day or week. The “Energy Highlights” option gives customers a quick
overview of their usage characteristics, such as how much their next monthly bill is projected
to be and what their average daily cost of electricity is. Additionally, customers can see how
much they are paying per hour of electric use during the month.
Customer Web Presentment was available for all of 2010 to eligible SmartMeter™
customers. As of December 31, 2010, there were 1.4 million customers with current account
numbers in the My Account program, of which 1.1 million had a SmartMeter™ meter. Of
the SmartMeter™ enabled customers, about 128,000 logged in to CWP at least once during
2010. The program was primarily marketed to customers via two channels: Pre-installation
bill inserts to customer who were about to receive a SmartMeter™ and the SmartMeter™
Welcome Kit (later renamed the “Transition Booklet”). For each campaign, CWP was
marketed as a feature of My Account.
The energy savings associated with participation in CWP were estimated by comparing
energy use of customers using CWP with a control group selected using propensity score
matching methods. Matching techniques are used to construct a control group that is very
similar to the treated group in all observable way, except being exposed to the program
treatment (CWP participation). This strategy is designed to eliminate selection bias when it is
not possible to evaluate a program using experimental design. With propensity score
matching, an algorithm is used to combine several observable customer characteristics into
one index (the propensity score). Then control group customers are matched with customers
in the treatment group based on the similarity of their index value. The matching variables
used for the propensity score were electricity usage before the study period, the likelihood of
having a central air conditioner, geography (local capacity area), CARE status and rate
schedule. The mean difference in energy usage between the customers in the treatment and
control groups is the estimated treatment effect.
When the treatment effect of a program is anticipated to be large, and there are several
observable characteristics that can be used for matching, it is realistic to assume that
propensity score matching can mitigate most of the selection bias from the analysis. This
assumption, however, does not necessarily hold when the treatment effect is expected to be
relatively small, as is the case with CWP. When treatment effects are less than approximately
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five percent, it is impossible to be certain that the estimated impacts are purely associated
with the treatment and not selection bias. Taking these limitations of the analysis into
account, the conservation effects for CWP in 2010 are estimated to be zero. It is possible,
given the statistical uncertainty associated with this estimate, that the program could have an
affect usage by one or two percent in either direction. The complete analysis of CWP is
provided in Appendix A of this report.15
2.7. Home Area Network (HAN)
Under the SmartMeterTM Upgrade filing (D.09-03-026), PG&E is incorporating a Home Area
Network (HAN) gateway device into advanced electric meters. The HAN gateway will
enable a network within a customer's premise that connects and facilitates communication
between smart devices. For customers who employ a HAN enabled In-Home Display (IHD),
energy management system (EMS) or other similar technology, HAN devices will provide
customers with near real time (anticipated to be delayed by approximately six seconds)
consumption and pricing information. This information will give customers the ability to
monitor or automate their home energy usage to balance between comfort and cost.
The industry is currently developing a communication standard, Smart Energy 2.0, to ensure
that HAN device communications are reliable, secure, and protect customer privacy. Based
on the current timeline, PG&E anticipates standards compliant HAN products to be available
in the market in the late 2011 or early 2012 timeframe.
In anticipation of this market, PG&E is currently developing the foundational processes and
systems to support HAN for residential and small and medium business customers who
procure a device via the retail market and register the device to receive information from
PG&E. PG&E is engaging with standards compliant vendors in its lab and will continue to
evaluate HAN display devices that are working towards meeting the Smart Energy 2.0
standard.
2.8. Energy Alerts Program
The Energy Alerts Program became operational in June 2010 as an option for PG&E
customers with an installed SmartMeter ™ meter that is being read remotely. The program
allows customers to receive advance warning via email, phone or text message if their
electricity usage is projected to push them into higher pricing tiers by the end of the current
15

Stephen S. George, Ph.D., Mike Perry, Ph.D. and Sarah Woehleke (Freeman, Sullivan & Company), 2010 Load
Impact Evaluation for Pacific Gas and Electric Company’s Energy Alerts and Customer Web Presentment Programs
(April 29, 2011).
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billing cycle. Projected usage is calculated on the eighth day of the customer’s billing cycle,
and Energy Alerts are subsequently sent out to those customers whose total usage for the
billing cycle is likely to enter the higher (third, fourth, or fifth) pricing tiers. Energy Alerts
are also sent out when the customer’s usage has actually entered any of the higher pricing
tiers, but total Energy Alerts per billing cycle are capped at four per service agreement.
As of December 31, 2010, there were 30,155 customers enrolled in Energy Alerts. The
program’s enrollment grew at a rate of between 6,000 and 8,000 customers per month
between June and August 2010 and then leveled out to slightly less than 3,000 customers per
month from September to December. The initial enrollment spike was associated with an
early August marketing campaign that specifically targeted customers whose use was in tier
three and above. After that time, Energy Alerts was marketed to customers as part of the
information they receive during the SmartMeter™ installation process.
To estimate the energy savings associated with these customers’ participation in Energy
Alerts, PG&E compared the energy use of customers signed up for the program with a
control group selected using stratified matching techniques. This statistical matching strategy
involves identifying a control group (customers that did not enroll in or sign up for Energy
Alerts) that has similar observable characteristics to the treatment group (customers that
participated in the program). Matching is used to remove selection bias from the analysis by
controlling for the impact associated with customers themselves determining whether or not
to participate in the program. The matching was aligned across five primary characteristics:
electricity usage before the study period, the likelihood of having a central air conditioner,
geography (local capacity area), CARE status and rate schedule. The treatment effect of the
program is estimated by comparing the difference in energy savings between the control and
treatment groups.
For evaluations in which a large treatment effect is expected and there are a numerous
observable variables that may be used to match treatment and control groups, it is reasonable
to assume that stratified matching methods will eliminate most of the selection bias. The
Energy Alerts program, however, is expected to have conservation effects that are less than
five percent. Under this threshold, it is very difficult to be confident any estimated impacts
are associated with the treatment and not selection bias. Given these constraints, the
conservation effects for Energy Alerts in 2010 are estimated to be zero. There is significant
uncertainty in this estimate, so it is possible that the program could affect usage by between
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plus or minus one to two percent. A more detailed evaluation of Energy Alerts with sections
explaining the analysis methodology and results are presented in Appendix A of this report.16
3.

PG&E SmartMeterTM Program Enabled Demand Response Programs
The PCT, PTR, PDP, RTP and TOU programs enabled by the SmartMeterTM infrastructure
encourage (or will encourage) PG&E customers to temporarily reduce loads during periods in
which demand might outstrip supply, or the system is constrained. The reported demand response
will be equal to the number of enrolled service accounts multiplied by the per-customer demand
response load impacts by program.
Table I within this report provides the number of participating service accounts, estimated demand
response (MW), energy savings (MWh), and financial benefits (in thousands) associated with the
PG&E SmartMeterTM project enabled demand response programs. The following sections describe
the measurement methods and assumptions used in developing the demand response results.
3.1. Service Accounts
During the PG&E SmartMeterTM deployment period, the number of service accounts
available for program participation will be dependant on a billing-ready PG&E SmartMeterTM
meter. A billing-ready PG&E SmartMeterTM meter is defined as a meter which has been
installed, communicating, tested, cut-over to operations to allow for billing using interval
data. Meter installations will occur throughout the deployment period. In 2010, PG&E had
24,535 active enrollments which included customers both with SmartMeterTM program billing
and enrollment in SmartRate™.17 For the 2010 program year, there were no service accounts
enrolled in the PCT, PTR or PDP programs and there were minimal, if any, residential
customers who enrolled in the E-6 TOU rate after receiving a SmartMeter™.18 Specific
information regarding the service account enrollments is discussed below.
PCT Program. Residential service accounts enrolled in the PCT program will also require a
working PCT device. A working PCT device is defined as a PCT which has been installed,

16

Stephen S. George, Ph.D., Mike Perry, Ph.D. and Sarah Woehleke (Freeman, Sullivan & Company), 2010 Load
Impact Evaluation for Pacific Gas and Electric Company’s Energy Alerts and Customer Web Presentment Programs
(April 29, 2011).
17
The 24,535 enrollment figure excludes the 144 small and medium business customers that were previously on
SmartRate™ and were transitioned to PDP on May 1, 2010.
18
The 144 small and medium business customers that were previously on SmartRate™ and were transitioned to
PDP on May 1, 2010 have been excluded from the PDP enrollment count.
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tested, registered with PG&E, and properly communicating. PCT program service accounts
will be determined by the number of sites with registered PCT devices.
PTR Program. Upon meter installation, testing, and cutover to operations, most residential
customers will be automatically enrolled in the PTR program as dictated by the rollout
schedule detailed within PG&E’s recently filed Peak Time Rebate application.19 PTR
program service accounts will be determined by the number of PTR program enrollments.
PDP Rate. Service accounts enrolled in the PDP rate include residential, C&I and agriculture
service accounts that have defaulted or opted into the PDP rate. The PDP service accounts
may also include those service accounts that participate in a SmartMeterTM project enabled
PCT program. PDP service accounts will be determined by the rate enrollments.
RTP Rate. Service accounts enrolled in the RTP rate include residential, C&I and agriculture
service accounts that have opted into the voluntary RTP rate. RTP service accounts will be
determined by the rate enrollments.
TOU Rate. Service accounts enrolled in the TOU rate include residential, small and medium
C&I (less than 200 kW), and small and medium agriculture customers (less than 200 kW)
that have opted into the TOU rate. TOU service accounts will be determined by the rate
enrollments.
3.2. Demand Response
The calculated demand response load impacts will be estimated based on the number of endof-year participating service accounts and the load impacts for each program. The load
impacts will be based on an analysis of the demand response events which occurred during
the calendar year (“ex post”), in a manner consistent with the Load Impact Protocols
approved in D.08-04-050. The analysis may incorporate a number of variables including the
location of customers by CASIO-defined local capacity areas, weather zones, and customer
types. PG&E expects to perform a load impact analysis for all SmartMeterTM program
enabled demand response resources. The protocols require that plans be developed for load
impact evaluations for each program and submitted to the Demand Response Measurement
and Evaluation Committee (DRMEC) prior to execution. Detailed load impact evaluation
plans have yet to be developed for the following new programs:
19

Application 10-02-028. Pacific Gas and Electric Company 2010 Rate Design Window Prepared Testimony.
February 26, 2010.
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•

PCT

•

PTR (technology enabled and non-technology enabled)

•

PDP (residential, C&I less than 20 kW, C&I 20 to 200 kW, Agriculture less than
200 kW)

•

RTP

•

TOU (residential, C&I less than 200 kW, and agriculture customers less than 200
kW)

Suitable evaluation plans will be developed once the magnitude and nature of the enrolled
populations becomes clear. It is anticipated that impacts for most of these resources will vary
geographically, based on differences in climate and customer characteristics and, therefore,
these factors will be taken into account during program evaluation.
3.3. Energy Savings
Annual energy savings associated with the SmartMeterTM project enabled demand response
programs will be estimated based on results from the ex post load impact analysis for each
program.
3.4. Financial Benefits
Financial benefits will be calculated by adding financial benefits associated with the demand
reduction and the energy savings for each program. The demand reduction financial benefits
will be calculated by multiplying the demand response times the most recently accepted
avoided generation capacity cost. PG&E's most recent adopted avoided marginal generation
capacity cost was $84/kW-year and was adopted as part of PG&E's 2007 GRC Phase 2. Once
the Commission adopts new values for the avoided marginal generation capacity costs in this
proceeding, PG&E will use those adopted values to quantify the financial benefits in the
annual report. The conservation financial benefits will be calculated by multiplying the
energy savings times the most recently authorized measure of energy costs appropriate for the
program’s characteristics.
To the extent that the Commission requires different (than those indicated above) marginal
generation costs to be used for various programs, PG&E will use the most recently adopted
values to calculate the financial benefits.
4.

PG&E SmartMeterTM Program Enabled Energy Conservation Programs
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The PG&E SmartMeterTM program enabled Customer Web Presentment, Home Area Network, and
Energy Alerts Program will provide information on energy conservation. The energy impacts of
CWP and Energy Alerts were evaluated according to the guidelines presented in the California
Energy Efficiency Evaluation Protocols. 20
Table II, located at the end of this report, provides the service accounts, energy conservation
(MWh), demand response (MW), and financial benefits (in thousands) associated with the PG&E
SmartMeterTM project enabled energy conservation programs on an ex post basis. The following
sections describe the measurement methods and assumptions used in developing the energy
conservation results.
4.1. Service Accounts
During the PG&E SmartMeterTM deployment period, the number of service accounts will be
dependent on a billing ready PG&E SmartMeterTM meter. A billing ready PG&E
SmartMeterTM meter is defined as a meter which has been installed, communicating, tested,
and cut-over to operations to allow for billing using interval data. Meter installations will
occur throughout the deployment period. In 2010, 128,000 customers logged in to Customer
Web Presentment at least once and 30,155 customers who enrolled in Energy Alerts. There
were no meter installations which included customers participating in the Home Area
Network program.
Customer Web Presentment. All PG&E SmartMeterTM program enabled service accounts will
have next day access to their interval usage data, as well as 13-month historical energy usage
through the portal. However, only a subset of these customers will access their usage data.
The number of Customer Web Presentment service accounts has been calculated based on the
number of customers who sign-up and access the CWP pages available on PG&E’s web site.
Note that this number is different than the number of customers who sign-up for a PG&E My
Account. My Account is available to all customers, SmartMeter™ enabled or otherwise.
Home Area Network. Home Area Network service accounts will be determined based on the
number of devices (e.g., In-Home Displays) registered with PG&E. The Home Area Network
program may include but is not limited to the (1) building integrated graphical display (new
construction and existing homes), (2) dedicated handheld graphical display, and (3) PC based
graphical display.
20

California Energy Efficiency Evaluation Protocols, prepared for the California Public Utilities Commission,
April 2006.
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Energy Alerts Program. The number of Energy Alerts service accounts is calculated based on
the number of customers who sign up for the program through PG&E’s My Account web
portal.
4.2. Energy Conservation
For the CWP and Energy Alerts programs, energy conservation was estimated by taking into
account each program’s unique features and creating control and treatment groups using
statistical matching strategies. Detailed results of this evaluation are provided in Appendix A.
Rigorous energy savings analysis will be performed for future SmartMeter™ enabled energy
conservation program, such as HAN. Participation in PG&E’s behavior-based programs is
expected to begin in mid 2011. Experimental design will be used to measure the amount of
conservation enabled solely by SmartMeterTM program and the energy savings derived solely
from the behavior-based program, per CPUC Decision 10-04-029.
4.3. Demand Reduction
The methods used to estimate impacts associated with PG&E SmartMeterTM Project Enabled
Energy Conservation Programs will be conceptually similar to those described above for
PG&E SmartMeterTM Project Enabled Demand Response Programs. That is, they will be
developed in conformance with the CPUC Load Impact Protocols and will rely on statistical
analysis of usage data for suitable groups of customers. Given the nature of these programs, it
may be necessary to draw samples from both participating and non-participating customers
and ideally to obtain usage information before and after customers participate in the program.
Detailed plans can be provided once the nature of the participant population is known. Since
the results of the energy impact analysis for 2010 CWP and Energy Alerts indicated no
measurable energy impact, PG&E determined that it was not constructive to estimate load
impacts of those programs at this time. When SmartMeterTM Project Enabled Energy
Conservation Programs demonstrate measureable energy impacts, a thorough evaluation of
load impacts will be conducted.
4.4. Financial Benefits
Financial benefits will be calculated using the same methodology as the demand response
financial benefits described previously.
5.

2010 Demand Response and Energy Conservation Results
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Tables I and II, located in the following pages, provide the 2010 program year demand response
and energy conservation results. Because several of these programs are either in their very early
startup stages or not yet initiated, the 2010 program enrollments, load impacts, energy conservation,
and financial benefits are either zero or near-zero for these SmartMeterTM project enabled programs.
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Table I
PG&E SmartMeterTM Program Enabled Demand Response Programs
Subscription Statistics
December 31, 2010

Demand Reduction
(MW)

Energy Savings
(MWh)

Energy
Savings24

Financial
Benefits25
(thousands)

Total
Financial
Benefits
(thousands)

$0

0

$0

$0

0

$0

0

$0

$0

6.5

$546

0

$0

$0

0

$0

0

$0

$0

0

$0

0

$0

$0

6.5

$546

0

$0

$0

Service
Accounts21

Aggregate
Load
Impact22

Financial
Benefits23
(thousands)

PCT

026

0

PTR

27
28
29
30

24,535

Program
Demand Response

SmartRate™/PDP
RTP
TOU
Total

21

22

23

24
25
26

27
28

29

30

0
24,535

0
0

As of December 31, 2010, there were no service accounts enrolled in all programs with the exception of the current SmartRate™ /PDP
program.
Program MWs equal the sum of each enrolled participant’s interruptible/curtailable load defined as follows:
• PCT: Number of PCT service accounts x estimated average PCT load impact per customer, from Annual Load Impact Analysis Report.
• PTR: Number of PTR service accounts x estimated average PTR load impact per customer, from Annual Load Impact Analysis Report.
• SmartRate™/PDP: Number of SmartRate™/PDP service accounts x estimated average SmartRate™/PDP load impact per customer (see
Section 4 “SmartRate 2010 Ex Post Load Impacts” of the Annual Load Impact Analysis Report filed April 1, 2011). Includes only
residential.
• TOU: Number of TOU service accounts x estimated average TOU load impact per customer, from Annual Load Impact Analysis Report.
Includes residential and small and medium C&I less than 200 kW.
Financial benefits (in thousands of dollars) = total DR load reduction (kW) x accepted avoided marginal generation capacity costs per kW-year
($84/kW-year).
Energy savings will be calculated based on the results of the Annual Load Impact Analysis for each program.
Financial benefits = energy savings (kWh) x avoided generation energy costs (in thousands of dollars).
Number of residential service accounts enrolled in PCT program who have (1) a billing ready PG&E SmartMeterTM meter (installed,
communicating, and cut-over to operations to allow for billing using interval data), and (2) a working PCT device (installed, registered, and
communicating). For customers that are both on PDP with a SmartMeter-enabled PCT, their MWs and service accounts are included in PDP
rate subscription statistics.
Number of PTR service accounts that have a billing ready PG&E SmartMeterTM meter (installed, communicating, and cut-over to operations).
Number of residential service accounts enrolled in SmartRate™/PDP (see Section 4 “SmartRate 2010 Ex Post Load Impacts” of the Annual
Load Impact Analysis Report filed April 1, 2011) who have a billing ready PG&E SmartMeterTM meter (installed, communicating, and cutover to operations to allow for billing using interval data). This figure excludes the 144 small and medium commercial and industrial
customers transitioned from SmartRate™ to PDP.For customers that are both on SmartRate™/PDP with a SmartMeterTM program enabled
PCT, their MWs and service accounts are included in SmartRate™/PDP rate subscription statistics.
Number of eligible service accounts enrolled in RTP who have a billing ready PG&E SmartMeterTM meter (installed, communicating, and
cut-over to operations to allow for billing using interval data).
Number of residential and small and medium C&I (< 200kW) service accounts enrolled in TOU who have a billing ready PG&E
SmartMeterTM meter (installed, communicating, and cut-over to operations to allow for billing using interval data).
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TM

PG&E SmartMeter

Table II
Program Enabled Energy Conservation Programs
Subscription Statistics
December 31, 2010

Energy Savings (MWh)

Program
Energy Conservation
Customer Web
Presentment
Home Area Network
Energy Alerts
Total

31
32
33
34

35
36

37

38

Demand Reduction
(MW)
Load
Impacts
(MW)34

Financial
Benefits35
(thousands)

Total
Financial
Benefits
(thousands)

Service
Accounts31

Energy
Savings32

Financial
Benefits33
(thousands)

128,00036

0

$0

0

$0

$0

37

0

$0

0

$0

$0

38

0

$0

0

$0

$0

0

0

$0

0

$0

$0

0
30,155

As of December 31, 2010, there were no service accounts enrolled in these programs.
Program conservation MWhs are reported consistent with Energy Efficiency M&E Protocols.
Financial benefits = energy savings (kWh) x avoided generation energy costs (in thousands of dollars).
Demand reductions for the energy conservation programs will be calculated based upon an analysis consistent with that required by the Energy
Efficiency Measurement and Evaluation Protocols.
Financial benefits (in thousands of dollars) = total load reduction (kW) x accepted marginal avoided generation capacity costs per kW-year.
Number of Customer Web Presentment service accounts will be calculated based on number of customer sign-ups for access to interval data
on PG&E’s web site.
Number of Home Area Network (HAN) service accounts will be determined based on number of devices registered with PG&E’s HAN
program.
Number of Tier Notifications Program service accounts will be determined by the number of program enrollments.
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1 Executive Summary
Pacific Gas & Electric Company’s (PG&E) Energy Alerts and Customer Web Presentment (CWP) are two
informational energy conservation programs for residential customers that were first marketed in 2010.1
The Energy Alerts program became available in June 2010 as an option for PG&E customers with an
installed SmartMeter™ meter that is being read remotely (typically one to two billing cycles after
installation). The program allows customers to have advance warning via email, phone or text message if
their electricity usage is projected to push them into higher pricing tiers by the end of the current billing
cycle. Projected usage is calculated on the 8th day of the customer’s billing cycle, and Energy Alerts are
subsequently sent out to those customers whose total usage for the billing cycle is likely to enter the
higher (3rd, 4th, or 5th) pricing tiers. Energy Alerts are also sent out when the customer’s usage has
actually entered any of the higher pricing tiers, but total Energy Alerts per billing cycle are capped at 4 per
service agreement.
PG&E’s tiered pricing is structured to encourage energy conservation in line with the aims of The State of
California’s energy policy. There are five tiers of usage which correspond to increasing prices per kWh.
The first tier is a baseline which is determined by season, climate zone, use of electric heat vs. gas heat,
and typical electricity use by customers in a specific region. The baseline is meant to cover a substantial
portion of the energy needs for an average customer. The tiers above the baseline are categorized as
percentages of baseline usage: Tier 2 is 101-130% of the baseline, Tier 3 is 131-200%, Tier 4 is 201300%, and Tier 5 is any use in excess of 300% of the baseline. Energy alerts are only sent out for
customers projected to enter, or entering, the 3rd, 4th, and/or 5th tiers. As of the end of December 2010,
there were 30,155 customers enrolled in the Energy Alerts program.
CWP is available through PG&E’s My Account program—its online portal. Once an installed
SmartMeter™ meter is being read remotely (again, typically one to two billing cycles after installation), the
customer may log onto their My Account page to check their energy usage through the previous day. The
widgets on the site allow customers to view their energy usage by hour, day, or week. The “Energy
Highlights” option gives customers a quick overview of their usage characteristics, like how much their
current monthly bill is projected to be and what their average daily cost of electricity is. Additionally,
customers can see how much they are paying per hour of electric use during the month. As of the end of
December 2010, there were 1.4 million customers with current account numbers in the My Account
program, of which 1.1 million had SmartMeter™ meters. Of these, about 128,000 logged in to CWP at
least once in 2010.
It is important to note that this is the first evaluation of these programs, and therefore there are research
design issues that affect results here that will be handled better in future evaluations. Neither of these
programs was undertaken with an experimental design in order to allow for evaluation of any
conservation effects that they might generate. Statistical matching strategies were employed to select
control groups for use in evaluating the energy conservation impacts of these programs. For CWP,
propensity score matching was used and for Energy Alerts, stratified matching was used. The two
CWP is also offered to commercial customers with less than 200 kW peak demand. There were about
2,300 such customers with SmartMeters who viewed CWP in 2010. They have not been analyzed in this
report.

1

1

strategies are very similar and either could be used for both programs. In this case, propensity score
matching was used for CWP in order to allow both for a greater number of variables to be used for
matching and for a greater number of customers to be retained in the matching process. Stratified
matching was chosen for Energy Alerts customers because the procedure is more transparent. As
discussed in the Analysis section of the report, these choices had no effect on the primary conclusions of
the evaluation. The results of the matching processes (as opposed to the estimated conservation
impacts) are shown in the Appendix.
These matching strategies have weaknesses that are discussed in the main analysis section. The
estimated conservation effects for both programs for 2010 are zero. However, there is significant
uncertainty in these estimates, so it is possible that the programs could affect usage by 1-2% in either
direction.2 Future evaluations will be conducted with greater attention paid to the experimental design.
Greater attention will also be paid to directing these programs towards customers who are likely to
respond and to designing the most effective messaging for each program. This should provide larger and
more precise estimates of conservation effects in the future.

If the programs have the unintended effect of informing consumers that electricity is cheaper than they
thought or that conservation is more effort than it is worth to them, then usage could increase due to these
programs.
2

2

2 CWP and Energy Alert Marketing
Prior to 2010, neither CWP nor Energy Alerts were marketed to customers. Beginning in early 2010,
PG&E began marketing both CWP and Energy Alerts using both mail and email and using several
different marketing pieces. These included:
•

Pre-installation bill inserts sent to customers who were to have SmartMeter™ meter installed in the
near future. These inserts introduced customers to the SmartMeter™ meter and how it could help
them manage their electricity use. Both CWP and Energy Alerts were highlighted in these inserts.
Roughly 800,000 of these were sent out from January through April 2010.

•

A SmartMeter™ Welcome Kit sent after the meter was installed and once it was being read
remotely. This kit included information on how to read a SmartMeter™ meter and it introduced
several programs that PG&E has to help customers reduce their energy bills, including CWP.
Energy Alerts were not mentioned in the SmartMeter™ Welcome Kits. Roughly 1.7 million
SmartMeter™ Welcome Kits were sent out to residential customers from April through August 2010.

•

A Transition Booklet, which replaced the SmartMeter™ Welcome Kits beginning in September 2010
and which contained similar information to the Welcome Kits. The Transition Booklet advertised
both CWP and Energy Alerts. About 900,000 Transition Booklets were sent to residential
customers from September to December 2010.

•

An email sent to about 14,000 customers in June 2010 announcing that Energy Alerts were
available. These customers had previously indicated their interest in Energy Alerts.

•

The Anatomy of a Rate mailing, which was sent in August 2010 to customers who had had bills in
tier 3. This included an explanation of the tiered rate structure, along with discussions of both CWP
and Energy Alerts and how they can be used to manage electricity use. About 560,000 of these
mailings were sent out.

In each case, CWP was always marketed as a feature of My Account. Customers were directed
to PG&E’s website where they could sign up for or log in to My Account, at which point they
could use the menus on the site to get information about their energy use through CWP.

3

3 CWP Population, Enrollment and Usage
The potential population for the CWP program consists of those customers who have signed up for My
Account and who have an installed SmartMeter™ meter being read remotely. For background, Figure 21 shows the number of residential SmartMeter™ meter installations by month in PG&E’s territory.
Figure 2-1
Monthly Residential SmartMeter Installations

Figure 2-2 shows the number of My Account sign-ups by month. It excludes the period prior to January,
2006, during which about 640,000 customers signed up for My Account, but for which sign-up dates are
not available.
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Figure 2-2
Monthly My Account Sign-Ups

Figure 2-3 shows the number of log-ins per month to CWP and the monthly number of unique visitors.
There is a steady upward trend as more customers get SmartMeter™ meters and more customers signup for My Account. The number of unique visitors is consistently 20-30% of the number of log-ins each
month.
Figure 2-3
Monthly CWP Log-ins and Unique Visitors

A total of 2.3 million customers (including customers with and without SmartMeter™ meters) have
enrolled in My Account since it became available, and 8% have logged in to CWP at least once. As of the
end of December 2010, there were 1.4 million customers with current account numbers in the My Account
program, of which 1.1 million had SmartMeter™ meters. Of these, 127,643 (12%) logged in to CWP at
least once in 2010.

5

For purposes of the energy conservation analysis, the treatment group is limited to people who logged in
to CWP at least once in 2010, and for the first time in 2010. In 2010, 600,791 customers with
SmartMeter™ meters enrolled in My Account. Figure 2-4 shows the number of new My Account
customers who used CWP a given number of times. While 90% of customers enrolled in My Account
2010 but never used CWP, 10% used it at least once, and of those, 3% used it once, 5% used it 2-5
times, 1% used it 6-10 times, and 1% used it 11 or more times.
All of these figures point to a similar conclusion: regardless of how the My Account population is
dissected, about 10% of My Account customers tend to ever view CWP pages.
Figure 2-4
Distribution of 2010 Log-Ins by My Account Customers who First Signed Up in 2010

Geographically, customers who participate in CWP (who have logged on to view their usage at least
once) are distributed fairly similarly to the SmartMeter™-enabled residential population. The differences
in climate zone distribution between the SmartMeter™-enabled residential population as of June 2010
and customers who log-in to CWP are shown in Figure 2-5. The figure also includes the name of the city
or cities in each zone with the largest PG&E residential population for context. Differences between the
geographic distributions of the two populations are small.
There is a larger proportion of CARE customers in the general population than among customers who
use CWP (27% in the population versus 14% of users). Nearly all of the customers in both the population
and among those who use CWP are on the E1 residential rate schedule (about 95%).
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Figure 2-5
Percentage of CWP Customers and of SmartMeter™-Enabled Residential Customers in each
Climate Zone

Having logged in to CWP, customers have the option of looking at three charts: daily total energy; daily
total energy with weather; and hourly usage. It appears that in some cases there are some other chart
options available, but they account for a very small fraction of page views. The daily total energy page
accounts for 73% of total (rather than unique customer) page views, followed by hourly usage with 19%
and daily total energy with weather at 8%. These frequencies are quite stable over different times of year
and over different years.
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4 Energy Alert Enrollment and the Frequency of Alerts
Enrollment in Energy Alerts began in June 2010. As of the end of December 2010, there were 30,155
customers enrolled in the program. As shown in Figure 3-1, the rate of enrollments per month peaked in
the middle of summer 2010 with about 8,000 new participants in August, and after a steep drop from
August to September, remained fairly stable at a rate of less than 3,000 per month through December
2010. The peak in enrollment during August seems likely to be due to the Anatomy of a Rate mailing
sent out in early August specifically to customers in tier 3 and above.
Figure 3-1
Monthly New Enrollments in Energy Alerts June-December 2010

Figure 3-2 shows the daily number of energy alerts sent out for each date in 2010. It also shows the daily
number of first energy alerts sent out. In the latter case, only the first time a customer ever gets an
Energy Alert is counted.
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Figure 3-2
Energy Alerts by Date

Almost a quarter of the customers who enrolled in the Energy alert program in 2010 never received an
Energy alert in 2010, as shown in Figure 3-3. The figure shows the number of Energy Alerts received per
customer. It is interesting to note that over 25% of all enrolled customers (over 35% of customers actually
receiving Energy alerts in 2010), received more than 5 Energy alerts in 2010.

9

Figure 3-3
Number of Customers Receiving a Given Number of Energy Alerts

As was true for CWP customers, geographically, customers enrolled in the Energy Alert program are
distributed fairly similarly to the SmartMeter™-enabled residential population. This is shown in Figure 3-4.
As in Figure 2-5, Figure 3-4 shows the name of the name of the city or cities in each zone with the largest
PG&E residential population for context. As was the case for CWP customers, differences between the
geographic distributions of the two populations are small.
The rate schedules of Energy Alert subscribers are almost identical to the full residential population with
over 95% of customers on the E1 residential rate. Energy Alert subscribers are less likely to be in the
CARE program with only 13% vs. 27% in the population.
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Figure 3-4
Percentage of Energy Alert Customers and of SmartMeter™-Enabled Residential Customers in
each Climate Zone
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5 Analysis Methodology and Results
This section discusses the methods used to estimate the change in energy use associated with Energy
Alerts and CWP and presents the estimated conservation impacts. It begins with a discussion of what an
ideal research design would be to evaluate these effects. This thought exercise makes clearer what the
matching methods can and cannot control for, and provides context for judging how reliable the results
are. It also shows the difficulties such experiments would entail, and may bolster the case that in some
cases, experiments are not worth doing.
Following the discussion of the ideal research design is a description of the matching strategies used to
partially overcome the lack of an experimental design. The section concludes with graphical and
regression results showing the estimated effects of the programs.
In the discussion below, a treatment refers to a program that a customer might join that might cause the
customer to reduce energy use, such as Energy Alerts or CWP. A treatment group refers to a group of
customers receiving a treatment by joining such a program, and a control group refers to a group of
customers not receiving a treatment whose energy usage is supposed to accurately represent what the
usage of the treatment group would have been if they had not been on the treatment. A treatment effect
is the estimated difference in usage between the treatment group and the control group.

5.1 An Ideal Experimental Design
Before discussing the methods used to evaluate the two programs, it is worth considering what an ideal
research design would look like to test the effects of these programs. An ideal design would involve a
controlled experiment in which customers are randomly assigned to treatment and control conditions.
The key to an experiment is to remove from the customer’s control any choice about whether they receive
the treatment. Instead, whether a customer receives a treatment must be random. When one large,
randomly-chosen group of customers can be selected as a treatment group and another can be selected
as a control group, then it is a safe assumption that the average usage among customers in the control
group is close to what average usage would have been among the treatment group if they had not been
in the program. In that case, the difference between the average usage in the treatment group and the
average usage in the control group is an accurate measure of the impact of the program.
In the absence of such a design, when customers themselves decide whether or not to receive a
treatment, there will always be at least one important difference between the population receiving the
treatment and the population not receiving the treatment. That difference is that one group elected to
receive the treatment and the other group either elected not to receive the treatment or was not offered
the treatment, but contains customers who would choose not to take the treatment. The fact that this
difference exists makes it likely that other important differences exist that explain the difference in choices
between the two groups. These other differences can cause the usage among customers on the
treatment to be different from the usage of customers not on the treatment, even if the treatment had not
been offered.
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For example, suppose that recently unemployed customers were looking for ways to save money and
were therefore likely to use less electricity in the future and more likely to sign up for Energy Alerts. In
this case, customers who receive Energy Alerts would have less average usage than customers who did
not. However this would be partially because they were already trying to save energy rather than purely
due to receiving the alerts. In such a situation, without a control group, there is no way to separate the
impact of the alerts from the fact that treatment group customers would have used less energy anyway.
Conversely, suppose that many customers anticipated large increases in their electricity usage during the
summer of 2010 due to purchase of new appliances. Suppose these customers were more likely to sign
up for Energy Alerts in order to try to keep their new, larger electricity budgets under control. Then
customers in the Energy Alerts program might have larger average usage values than customers not on
the Energy Alerts program. This could be true even if the usage values were larger by a smaller amount
than they would have been had the customers not had the option of being on Energy Alerts. Again,
without a properly randomized control group, fully separating these two issues presents significant
challenges and cannot be accomplished with certainty.
In the real world, there can be many such correlations between customer characteristics and customer
willingness to sign up for a particular program. Knowing how all these potential factors balance out
without a control group is frequently not possible. The same examples could be used for CWP as for
Energy Alerts.
Now, consider what an experiment to evaluate the effect of CWP would entail. Suppose the question is,
“Did customers who used CWP use less energy in 2010 than they would have if CWP was not offered,
and if so, how much?” An experiment to answer that question would require very large sample sizes due
to low utilization of CWP among eligible customers and due to low expected effect sizes among users.
As was shown in Figure 2-4, the vast majority of My Account customers never use CWP. In order to
measure the effect of CWP, one randomly-chosen group of customers would have to be offered CWP
(the treatment group) and another would have CWP withheld (the control group). An important aspect of
this design is that energy usage is recorded for all customers in both groups, including those in the
treatment group who did not actually log in. This preserves the random aspect of treatment. This is
known as a randomized-encouragement design (RED). The RED works best in situations where take-up
rates (the number of customers logging in, in this case) and effect sizes are large. CWP satisfies neither
of these conditions, which means that large samples would be necessary to distinguish treatment effects
from random variation in usage. Based on simulations done for experimental designs to evaluate other
information-based energy conservation programs, the combined size of the treatment and control groups
for such an experiment might be not significantly smaller than PG&E’s entire residential population.
There are other ways that the experiment could be conducted, such as offering a treatment group a
monetary incentive to log in to CWP or by focusing the experiment on customers particularly likely to use
CWP. This would solve the problem of the low take-up rate and therefore reduce the necessary sample
size. However, the results of such an experiment would be harder to generalize to the larger population.
An experiment to measure the effects of Energy Alerts would be simpler because PG&E has more control
over whether customers receive the treatment; although PG&E cannot force customers to actually pay
attention to alerts. Suppose the question is, “Did customers who signed up for Energy Alerts use less
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energy than they would have had Energy Alerts not been offered, and if so, how much?” An experiment
to answer that question could be done in at least two ways. First, a RED could be used. In that case, two
large random groups of customers would be offered the opportunity to sign up for Energy Alerts. In
practice this method would face the difficulty of extremely low sign-up rates, as evidenced by the fact that
only about 30,000 customers signed up for Energy Alerts in 2010 out of more than 1 million customers
marketed that the program was marketed to. Second, a group of customers could be offered Energy
Alerts, but a randomly-chosen half of those customers could be told that their entry in the program would
be delayed for a period long enough to measure their usage as a control group. This “recruit and delay”
strategy could work well in situations where take-up rates are low. However, it also entails some risk in
terms of customer relations as customers may not like having their enrollment delayed.
Finally, suppose the question is, “Is there an effect of receiving multiple Energy Alerts, over and above
receiving only one, and if so, how large is that effect?” Answering this question cannot be done using any
of the above experiments because as the program currently exists, whether a customer receives multiple
alerts is up to the customer. The customer implicitly decides whether to receive multiple alerts by either
conserving electricity after receiving the first alert or not.
Here the treatment is defined as receiving multiple alerts. Again, the key to an experiment is to take out of
the customers’ hands any control over whether they receive the treatment. This can be accomplished by
an experiment in which two groups of customers are both in the Energy Alerts program, but one group
only ever receives their first alert and then the program ends, while the other group receives alerts
according the standard program rules.
As discussed below, the matching strategies which constitute the primary analysis only partially replicate
any of the experimental designs outlined above.

5.2 Limitations of Matching Methods
Matching is used to partially eliminate selection bias that results from customers themselves deciding
whether to take part in the two programs of interest. The basic idea is that customers who elect to sign
up for Energy Alerts, for example, made that decision for reasons that may also lead them to have
different usage profiles than the population at large. Matching strategies rely on an assumption that the
differences between customers who receive the treatment being evaluated can be fully described and
controlled for using observable variables. This assumption can never be proven because it is always
possible that some unobservable variables exist that are correlated with both the treatment and the
customer’s usage (an example is given below). In some situations it is plausible that the assumption is
close enough to reality that a matching strategy can be assumed to be reliable. This is primarily true in
situations where the treatment itself is expected to have a large effect as compared to the effect of these
unobservable variables.
To illustrate the assumption that selection bias can be controlled for using observable variables, consider
the example above where customers who were recently unemployed were both more likely to sign up for
Energy Alerts and more likely to reduce their electricity usage regardless of Energy Alerts. As was
discussed, in this example a naïve comparison of usage among customers receiving Energy Alerts with
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customers not receiving Energy Alerts would over-state the effect of Energy Alerts because customers
receiving Energy Alerts were intending to reduce their usage anyway. Now suppose variables that are
observable, such as climate zone, CARE status, and previous usage behavior are also correlated with
customers becoming unemployed. In this case, if a comparison is made between usage among
customers in the Energy Alerts program with customers not in the Energy Alerts program, but who live in
the same climate zones, have the same distribution of CARE status and have similar previous usage
behavior, then the amount of bias in the estimate of the Energy Alerts effect will be reduced. This will be
because, by supposition, customers with similar observable characteristics also have similar recent
unemployment status. If the assumption seems reasonable that after controlling for observable factors
there is no remaining correlation between customers who sign up for Energy Alerts and recent
unemployment, then that implies that there is no more selection bias due to unemployment. This would
be the case if, for example, within a given climate zone, customers with the same CARE status and
previous usage behavior were no more likely to sign up for Energy Alerts whether they were recently
unemployed or not.
This assumption that selection bias can be controlled for with observable variables cannot be verified
using the data because there could always be remaining unobservable variables, such as unemployment
in the previous example, that are correlated with the treatment. In situations where the treatment effect is
large and there is a fairly large set of observable variables to use for matching, it can be plausible that
most selection bias can be removed from an analysis. However, the programs evaluated here are likely
to have conservation effects of less than 5% of usage. It is very difficult to be confident that selection bias
has been so completely removed by matching that an effect size less than 5% can be measured
accurately. Given that effect sizes of these programs are likely small, there is almost no result that would
be more likely to be due to the program than due to remaining selection bias after matching.
To illustrate this, it is worth considering what the interpretation of some hypothetical results would be.
Suppose the matching analysis found a 1% difference in usage between customers who use CWP and a
matched control group. In that case, a 1% difference in usage could easily be due to remaining selection
bias after matching. Therefore a 1% difference between groups would not be clearly interpretable as an
effect of the program. Suppose the matching analysis found a 30% difference between groups. In that
case, it would not be plausible that the CWP program caused customers to reduce usage by 30%, and
the likely conclusion would be that matching had failed to eliminate selection bias.
The difference between the two cases above is that the case where the difference between the two
groups is 1% of usage conveys much more information about the actual effect of the program than the
case where the difference between the two groups is 30%. In the case where the difference is 1%, it is
not clear whether there is any effect of the program or not, but it is very likely that if the program has an
effect then the effect is small—probably within a couple of percentage points of zero in either direction.
Any other possibility requires that the remaining selection biases after matching almost perfectly balance
with the effect of the program. Much more likely is that both effects are small. This situation describes
the results below.
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5.3 Matching Methods Used
The CWP analysis was conducted for two groups of customers: those who logged in at least once and
for the first time in 2010; and those who logged in more than five times and for the first time in 2010.
The Energy Alerts analysis was conducted for three groups of customers: those who signed up for
Energy Alerts in 2010 between June and September; those who received at least one Energy Alert
between June and September; and those who received more than two Energy Alerts between June and
September. The reason that September was chosen as a cut-off date was because the effect of Energy
Alerts may require some amount of time to occur as customers adjust their behavior.
The results for customers receiving three or more Energy Alerts are particularly difficult to interpret given
the non-experimental nature of the analysis. Customers who receive several alerts do so because they
continue to use a lot of energy despite getting a first and second alert. It is hard to imagine a matching
strategy based on observable variables that could properly control for that type of self-selection.
Two different matching strategies were used for CWP and Energy Alert customers. These strategies,
known as stratified matching and propensity score matching, are quite similar, require similar
assumptions and in situations where either can be used, generally produce similar results. Both
strategies construct control groups by finding customers not exposed to the treatment that have
observable characteristics similar to customers exposed to the treatment. The difference is that
propensity score matching combines many observable characteristics into one index (the propensity
score) and then finds control group customers with index values similar to customers in the treatment
group. Stratified matching consists of finding control group customers who have similar characteristics
along each observable characteristic used for matching. Stratified matching is more transparent because
it does not require estimating an index function, but it works less well when there are many observable
dimensions to match on because there may not be any customers in the population to match a given
treatment customer along every observable characteristic used for matching.
The use of both matching strategies here is primary for the purpose of illustration. Propensity score
matching works well for both programs, but the procedure is less clear, both conceptually and
mechanically. Stratified matching is used because it is more transparent exactly what was done and
because it better illustrates the conceptual basis of matching. Both propensity score and stratified
matching were initially used for both programs to test whether it made any difference to the final
conclusions. The matching strategy had no effect on the final conclusion, so each strategy is included
once here to strike a balance between brevity and exposition.
For both CWP and Energy Alerts, a similar set of matching variables was used (as detailed in the
Appendix). These variables are electricity usage prior to the study period, the probability of having central
air-conditioning (CAC), LCA, CARE status and rate schedule.
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The probability of having CAC is a variable calculated by FSC for another evaluation.3 It is developed
using data from the Residential Appliance Saturation Survey and its development is documented in that
report. The probability is determined primarily by analyzing the way that the customer’s electricity use
changes with changes in temperature over time. This is based on the basic idea that customers with
CAC will use significantly more electricity as temperatures increase than customers without air
conditioning. In order to avoid matching customers based on electricity usage during the periods of
interest for this evaluation, CAC probability for this evaluation was calculated using customers’ monthly
usage values through December 2009 and May of 2010 for CWP customers and Energy Alert customers,
respectively.

5.3.1 Stratified Matching for Energy Alerts
For each group of Energy Alert customers evaluated, the matching procedure consisted of three steps:
1. Assign each customer in the treatment group to a stratification cell based on their quartile of
average usage during the summer of 2009, their respective quartiles of usage in January, March
and May of 2010, their quartile of CAC probability, their CARE status and their climate region.4
Usage up to May 2010 was used because no customer’s usage could have been affected by
Energy Alerts prior to June 2010.
2. Assign each customer in the general population to a cell based on the same criteria.
3. For each customer in the treatment group, randomly choose one customer in the general
population from the same cell. The set of randomly chosen customers constitutes the control
group for the respective treatment group.
The results of the matching process for both Energy Alerts and CWP customers are shown in the
Appendix.

5.3.2 Propensity Score Matching for CWP
For each group of CWP customers evaluated, the propensity score for each customer was calculated
using a probit regression on the entire residential population for whom all matching variables were
available. The probit was used to estimate the probability of a customer being in the treatment group
based on the observed variables. The estimated probabilities from the probit regression were the
propensity scores used for matching. The observed variables used in the probit function were the
customer’s monthly usage for each month in 2009, quartile of CAC probability, CARE status and climate
region. Usage from 2009 was used because customers who did not log in prior to 2010 could not have
had their 2009 usage affected by CWP.

2009 Load Impact Evaluation for Pacific Gas and Electric Company’s Residential SmartRateTM—Peak Day
Pricing and TOU Tariffs and SmartAC Program Volume 2: Ex Ante Load Impacts. FSC Group, April 1, 2010.

3

Although billing periods vary by customer, monthly usage was determined by finding the mid-date of each
billing period and assigning the month based on that date, thereby creating a uniform system to compare
usage among the full population of customers.
4
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Having calculated each customer’s propensity score, for each customer in each treatment group, the
customer in the general population with the closest propensity score was chosen to be part of the control
group. The set of customers selected in this way constituted the control group for each respective
treatment group.

5.4 Impact Analysis
In this section graphical results are presented first that show that the effects of CWP and Energy Alerts
are small. Following that, results from regressions are presented that more precisely measure the effect
of each treatment.

5.4.1 Graphical Results
Table 4-1 shows the number of customers exposed to each treatment as defined here and the number of
customers actually used in each analysis. The number of customers exposed to each treatment is
significantly larger than the number of customers actually analyzed using matching. This is because
customers were excluded from the analyses due to missing or outlying data. For example, many
customers were excluded from the analysis of CWP due to missing values in 2009 monthly usage or due
to bills not coming at monthly intervals. For example, in many instances a customer’s bills might be
separated by 50 days then by only 10 days. Such cases were excluded, although could probably be
accommodated in future analyses. Also, some customers in each population had such high pretreatment usage values that it was not possible to find appropriate matches for them in the population.
These customers were excluded.

Table 4-1
Number of Customers in Each Population and Treatment Group
Group
Customers subject to
treatment
Customers analyzed

Energy
Energy
Alert
Alert
Enrollment Recipients

Energy
Alert, 3 or
more Alerts

CWP
Users

CWP, 6 or
more Log-ins

127,643

26,589

21,495

15,963

2,848

55,542

11,898

13,638

10,513

1,880

The treatment group sizes in Table 4-1 are such that if there was a certainty that selection bias had no
effect, then effect sizes of less than 1% could be detected for CWP users, and effect sizes of roughly 2%
could be detected for CWP users who logged in 6 or more times, for customers enrolled in Energy Alerts
and for customers receiving Energy Alerts. Effect sizes of roughly 5% could be detected for customers
receiving three or more Energy Alerts. These values show that lack of sample size is not the primary
impediment to precise impact estimates. Selection bias is the primary issue. The only reason reduction
in sample size would be likely to have an effect on this analysis would be if there was some strong reason
to think that customers who were excluded from the analysis also happened to be customers who
reduced usage in reaction to the treatments. This is unlikely.
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The results of the matching strategies for each treatment group are shown in the appendix. In each case,
the control group matches well with the treatment group based on observable characteristics. Also, for
both CWP customers and Energy Alert customers, focusing on higher users means focusing on
customers with characteristics more unlike the rest of the population. For example, customers receiving
more than two Energy Alerts have significantly higher average usage values than the average in the
population. They also have significantly higher usage values than customers who simply enroll in the
program.
Figures 4-1 through 4-10 show graphically the primary results of each matching analysis. Figure 4-1
shows average monthly usage for 2009 and 2010 for customers who logged in to CWP for the first time in
2010. It also shows monthly usage for the matched control group (referred to as the population sample).
That the matching strategy worked well is demonstrated by the fact that the CWP group’s monthly usage
for each month of 2009 is very close to the control group’s monthly usage. The primary result of interest
is that as the number of log-ins in the population increases during the year, as shown in Figure 4-2, there
is no downward trend in the usage of the CWP group as compared to the control group. Figures 4-3
through 4-10 show the same basic result for CWP customers who logged in more than five times, for
customers who Enrolled in Energy Alerts, for customers who received at least one Energy Alert and for
customers who received more than two Energy Alerts prior to October 2010. In each case, usage
between the two groups matches very well in 2009. Then as the treatment becomes more prevalent
among the treatment group, there is no noticeable effect on usage as compared to the matched control
groups.
Another aspect of the graphs to note, and which is discussed in more detail in the appendix, is that even
during the pre-treatment period of 2009 for CWP and 2009-May 2010 for Energy Alerts, usage between
the treatment and matched control groups only matches to within 0.5-2%. This is a problem if the goal is
to accurately measure an effect of less than 5%. This is the limit of precision that the matching can
provide, and it is not adequate for accurately measuring small effect sizes. This is a separate issue from
selection bias due to unobservable variables, but just as important.
The shortcoming of these graphical results is that they do not provide a single number as an estimate for
the effect on each treatment group. They cannot be used for that purpose because the level of the
treatment in each treatment group changes multiple times over the time period shown. They have the
virtue that they illustrate both that the matching strategies appear to have worked well in terms of finding
customers with similar pre-treatment usage and that any effect estimated using regressions on these
customers will be small.
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Figure 4-1
Monthly Usage for CWP Customers Logging-in For the First Time During
2010

Figure 4-2
Fraction of Customers Having Logged In Among CWP Customers Logging In For the
First Time During 2010
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Figure 4-3
Monthly Usage for CWP Customers Logging-in at least 6 times in 2010

Figure 4-4
Fraction of Customers Having Logged In at least 6 times Among CWP Customers
Logging-in for the first time in 2010
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Figure 4-5
Monthly Usage for Energy Alert Customers Enrolling between June and September of
2010

Figure 4-6
Fraction of Customers Having Enrolled Among Energy Alert Customers Enrolling
between June and September of 2010
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Figure 4-7
Monthly Usage for Energy Alert Customers Receiving at Least 1 Alert between June and
September of 2010

Figure 4-8
Fraction of Customers Having Received an Energy Alert Among Energy Alert Customers
Receiving an Alert between June and September of 2010
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Figure 4-9
Monthly Usage for Energy Alert Customers Receiving at Least 3 Alerts between June and
September of 2010

Figure 4-10
Fraction of Customers Having Received at Least 3 Energy Alerts between June and
September of 2010, Among Those Receiving at least 3 Between June and September
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5.4.2 Regression Results
Regressions were also used to produce a single numerical estimate of the treatment effect for each
treatment group. Regressions were performed on the same monthly datasets that produced the graphical
results in the previous section. Usage was measured monthly at the individual customer level. Effects
were estimated both in terms of kWh and in terms of percentage of usage.5 Each regression included
indicator variables for each customer, indicator variables for each month of each year and an indicator
that equaled one once the customer had received the treatment and zero prior to that.
For CWP users, receiving the treatment was defined as logging in prior to the relevant billing date.
Changing the definition by defining the treatment as having logged in 15 days prior to the billing date had
no material effect on the results.
For CWP users logging in more than five times, treatment was also defined as having occurred once the
sixth log-in took place. For these customers, two alternative definitions of the treatment were also used.
These were: the treatment was defined to start after the customer’s first log-in; and the treatment
increased steadily from zero to one from the time the customer logged in first to the time the customer
logged in for the sixth time. The rationale for the second definition was that perhaps customers react
more to CWP as they have logged in more times and spent more time thinking about the information.
Neither of these alternative treatments yielded very different coefficient estimates.
For Energy Alert customers, the treatment was defined as starting once the customer enrolled, once the
customer had received the first Energy Alert or once the customer had received the third Energy Alert, for
the three treatment groups, respectively. For the Energy Alert customers receiving three or more alerts,
two alternative treatment definitions were also used. These were: the treatment was defined to start after
the customer’s first alert; and the treatment increased steadily from zero to one from the time the
customer received the first alert to the time the customer received the third alert.
Table 4-2 shows the estimated coefficients for each treatment using the kWh model and the percentage
model. P-values for the coefficient estimates from the regression models are displayed as well; however
these must be viewed as under-estimates of the true p-values. P-values are calculated directly from the
estimated standard errors of the regression models without any adjustment for the matching procedures.
The authors are not aware of any currently accepted method for calculating standard errors that result
from a propensity score matching procedure plus regression.6 There is a method for calculating standard
errors that result from a stratified matching procedure plus regression, but it is fairly new, it is not included
as a standard part of any statistical package that the authors are aware of, and there was not adequate
time to manually implement this procedure for this evaluation. The issue for both propensity score
matching and stratified matching is that the matching procedure itself produces estimates in the form of

The model is estimated in percentage terms by performing a regression on the logarithm of kWh rather
than kWh itself.
6 Even bootstrap methods, which are typically the most reliable and robust methods for calculating standard
errors, have not been shown to be valid in the context of propensity score matching.
5
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matched customers. There is associated variance with those matches that a naïve regression does not
include in its standard error estimates. This issue regarding the standard errors and p-values is worth
being aware of, but it has little impact here because the regression coefficients themselves are close to
zero, and to the degree that they differ from zero, selection bias is just as likely a reason as any actual
effect of the programs. Statistical significance is not important when there is no practical significance.
For the kWh model, the coefficient estimates can be interpreted as the estimated monthly difference due
to the treatment between the treatment group and the control group in terms of actual kWh. For example,
the estimated coefficient for CWP customers who log in at least once suggests that those customers use,
on average 2 kWh less per month after logging in than they would have had CWP not been available.
For the percentage model, the coefficients can be interpreted directly as percentages. For example, the
regression estimate for customers receiving at least one Energy Alert suggests that they use, on average
2.3% more electricity per month after receiving an alert than they would if the program had not been in
place.
For both models, p-values can be interpreted as percentages. For example, the p-value on the coefficient
for customers enrolled in Energy Alerts using the percentage model is 1%. This indicates that the
probability of estimating a coefficient at least as large as -0.3% if the true value was zero is 1%.
Due to the possibility of unobservable selection bias, there is no way to say whether any of the
coefficients in the table are due to the treatments or whether they are due to selection bias or a
combination of both. The coefficients with the largest magnitude in the table are the kWh coefficient for
CWP customers logging in at least 6 times and the percentage coefficients for the same customers and
for customers receiving at least one Energy Alert. A naïve interpretation of the CWP result might lead
someone to believe that CWP frequent users have been shown to reduce usage by 26 kWh per month or
by about 2%. However, that interpretation is problematic, because the same logic then implies that
customers who receive an Energy Alert increase usage by 2%. That seems unlikely. More likely is that
both results have an unknown amount of selection bias in them.
As discussed above, it is very unlikely that results such as those in the table would arise due to programs
with large effects that just happen to have selection biases among customers that almost perfectly
balance those effects. Far more likely is that the effects of these programs are close to zero and that the
selection biases are also fairly close to zero after matching. Given that the results shown are all in a fairly
narrow band of 1-2% of usage on either side of zero, it is likely that the true effects of the programs are
somewhere in that range.
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Table 4-2
Regression Estimates of the Effects of CWP and Energy Alerts
Model
Program

kWh

Treatment

Coeff.
CWP
Energy Alert

Log in at least once
Log in at least 6 times
Enrollment
Receive at least one alert
Receive at least three alerts

-2
-26
-13
13
4

Percentage

P-value
(%)
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
36

Coeff.
0.5
-2.2
-0.4
2.3
1.3

P-value
(%)
0.0
0.0
1.0
0.0
1.0
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6 Recommendations
For future evaluations of the CWP program, it is unlikely that any precise measurement of the effect of
simply making CWP available to residential customers can be performed. As discussed above, such a
study would require very large sample sizes. It is too late for such an experiment because CWP is
already available to the majority of the residential population. In any case, it seems unlikely that CWP
alone has a large impact on residential usage. Future evaluations should focus on whether there are
ways to drive more customers to CWP and whether there are different CWP offerings that actually lead to
significant usage reduction. For example, customers could be given incentives to log on to the website a
certain number of times over a set period of time. Also, certain groups of customers could be offered
richer sets of online information about their usage, suggestions for ways to reduce their bill or
comparisons of their usage with other customers’ usages. In all of those examples, the key to usage
reduction would be to find ways to get customers to actually use the site and think about the information
presented. All of those suggestions have the virtue that they could be implemented as experiments,
without significant possibility for self-selection bias. This would lead to more certain impact estimates in
the future.
Recommendations for Energy Alerts are similar to those for CWP. Currently, few customers have signed
up for Energy Alerts of those marketed to. There is no evidence of any conservation among those
customers who did sign up. Future evaluations should focus on whether there are ways to interest more
customers in receiving alerts and on whether there are ways to better capture the attention of those
customers who receive them. There is substantial potential both to test different Energy Alert marketing
strategies to new customers and different Energy Alert messages to previously signed-up customers in
controlled experiments. Doing so would allow for much better estimates of program impacts in the future.
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Appendix A.

Matching Results

The reason for using matching strategies for impact estimation is that self-selected treatment groups have
characteristics that do not match the rest of the population. After matching, the treatment group is
reduced in size, due to missing data as described in Section 5.4.1. After matching, the matched group
has characteristics much closer to the characteristics of the treatment group than the entire population
does. This is shown in Tables A-1 through A-5. The tables show average values for four different
populations for the characteristics on which each control group was matched to each treatment group. As
was described in the main text, different matching strategies were used for CWP and for Energy Alerts,
which is why the set of variables in Tables A-1 and A-2 differs from the set in Table A-3 through A-5.
The four groups shown in each table are:
•

PG&E’s residential population in the first column of each table (“Population”);

•

The full population of customers who received the treatment (“Pre-drop Treatment Group”);

•

The final group of customers who received the treatment and who had sufficient data for
matching (“Treatment Group”); and

•

The matched control group (“Matched Group”).

The primary aspect of the tables to notice is that the two columns on the right in each case have similar
values for each characteristic while the two columns on the left do not. Also, it is important to note that
the characteristics of customers in the “pre-drop treatment group” are somewhat different in mean value
from the characteristics of customers in the final treatment group. Again, this is because some customers
were dropped, as described in Section 5.4.1.
Finally, it is important to be aware that, even after matching, the control groups have characteristics that
still differ systematically from the treatment groups. In each of the tables, the treatment group average
usage values are higher than the control group average usage values by around 0.5-2%. This shows
that, even neglecting the issue of selection bias due to unobservable variables, the matching strategies
used here are not adequate to precisely measure usage impacts of less than 5%. If the treatment group
only matches the control group to within 2% during the pre-treatment period and based on the variables
that were themselves used to match, then it is easy to imagine that the two groups could naturally have
future usage differences of 5%, unrelated to the treatments. In such a case, the regression analyses
would measure innate differences between the groups rather than treatment effects.
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Table A-1
Matching Results for Customers Using CWP for the first time in 2010
Population

Pre-drop
Treatment Group

Treatment
Group

Matched
Group

January 2009 Usage (kWh)

647

791

741

733

February 2009 Usage (kWh)

616

752

703

695

March 2009 Usage (kWh)

551

679

634

626

April 2009 Usage (kWh)

528

662

624

616

May 2009 Usage (kWh)

568

735

679

669

June 2009 Usage (kWh)

594

778

716

705

July 2009 Usage (kWh)

711

956

871

857

August 2009 Usage (kWh)

663

886

801

788

September 2009 Usage (kWh)

639

849

796

784

October 2009 Usage (kWh)

524

668

635

626

November 2009 Usage (kWh)

593

739

699

690

Matching Characteristic

December 2009 Usage (kWh)

686

850

813

802

Average AC Propensity

0.48

0.63

0.59

0.59

Greater Bay Area

46%

56%

62%

64%

Greater Fresno

10%

12%

12%

12%

Humboldt

1%

N/A

0%

0%

Kern

4%

4%

N/A

N/A

Northern Coast

10%

3%

4%

4%

% in each LCA

Other

18%

9%

10%

9%

Sierra

6%

11%

12%

11%

Stockton

5%

6%

N/A

N/A

P

4%

4%

4%

4%

R

10%

11%

11%

12%

S

16%

24%

20%

17%

T

24%

8%

10%

15%

% in each Climate Zone

W

5%

4%

1%

1%

X

38%

48%

54%

50%

Y

1%

1%

1%

1%

CARE

27%

14%

11%

11%

Non-CARE

73%

86%

89%

89%

E1

95%

94%

96%

96%

% CARE

% in Each Rate Schedule
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Table A-2
Matching Results for Customers Logging In at least 6 times Among CWP Customers Logging-in
for the first time in 2010
Population
Values

Pre-drop
Treatment Group

Treatment
Group

Matched
Group

January 2009 Usage (kWh)

647

810

758

759

February 2009 Usage (kWh)

616

773

721

723

March 2009 Usage (kWh)

551

699

653

653

April 2009 Usage (kWh)

528

685

646

644

May 2009 Usage (kWh)

568

762

704

702

June 2009 Usage (kWh)

594

810

746

742

July 2009 Usage (kWh)

711

995

907

900

August 2009 Usage (kWh)

663

919

833

828

September 2009 Usage (kWh)

639

878

824

818

October 2009 Usage (kWh)

524

692

657

654

November 2009 Usage (kWh)

593

770

727

724

Matching Characteristic

December 2009 Usage (kWh)

686

883

843

842

Average AC Propensity

0.48

0.65

0.62

0.61

Greater Bay Area

46%

55%

61%

62%

Greater Fresno

10%

13%

13%

12%

Kern

4%

3%

N/A

N/A

Northern Coast

10%

3%

4%

4%

Other

18%

9%

10%

10%

% in each LCA

Sierra

6%

11%

12%

12%

Stockton

5%

7%

N/A

N/A

P

4%

4%

3%

5%

Q

0%

0%

0%

0%

R

10%

12%

12%

12%

S

16%

24%

21%

18%

T

24%

8%

9%

13%

% in each Climate Zone

W

5%

4%

1%

1%

X

38%

47%

53%

50%

CARE

27%

10%

9%

8%

Non-CARE

73%

90%

91%

92%

E1

95%

94%

96%

96%

% CARE

% in Each Rate Schedule
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Table A-3
Matching Results for Customers Enrolling in Energy Alerts between June and September, 2010
Population Values

Pre-drop
Treatment Group

Treatment
Group

Matched
Group

Summer 2009 Usage7 (kWh)

656

955

920

911

January 2010 Usage (kWh)

662

807

778

775

March 2010 Usage (kWh)

563

696

669

665

May 2010 Usage (kWh)

523

679

654

648

Average AC Propensity

0.48

0.70

0.69

0.69

Matching Characteristic

Table A-4
Matching Results for Customers Receiving Energy Alerts between June and September, 2010
Population Values

Pre-drop
Treatment Group

Treatment
Group

Matched
Group

Summer 2009 Usage7 (kWh)

656

1079

1044

1027

January 2010 Usage (kWh)

662

884

853

844

March 2010 Usage (kWh)

563

766

738

728

May 2010 Usage (kWh)

523

756

731

718

Average AC Propensity

0.48

0.74

0.74

0.73

Matching Characteristic

Table A-5
Matching Results for Customers Receiving 3 or More Energy Alerts between June and September,
2010
Population Values

Pre-drop
Treatment Group

Treatment
Group

Matched
Group

Summer 2009 Usage7 (kWh)

656

1291

1245

1216

January 2010 Usage (kWh)

662

993

940

930

March 2010 Usage (kWh)

563

864

818

809

May 2010 Usage (kWh)

523

870

829

818

Average AC Propensity

0.48

0.79

0.79

0.78

Matching Characteristic

7

Summer usage here refers to average monthly usage for the months June through August, 2009.
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